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Introduction
Differences between Complementary medicine CM and OM 

(Orthodox Medicine) have been analysed by Aakster (1989) [1] who 
notes that they differ in their models of thinking, epidemiology, clinical 
features, diagnostic procedures, treatment, prevention, doctor-patient 
relationship and position of patient. Though individuals may have 
stronger belief in one of the two approaches, in general, they use both 
types of medicine [2]. Eisenberg et al. [3] indicated that people use CM 
for chronic diseases more often than for serious illnesses. Vincent and 
Furnham (1996) [4] found that the ineffectiveness of OM for particular 
problems was one of the main reasons why people turned to CM. 
Various studies have looked a the choice of medical practitioner (OM 
vs CM) in the west [5,6]. This study will examine the issue in China.

A number of factors associated with the choice of OM and CM have 
been examined. 

Locus of control

A number of studies [5-8] reported the perceived provider control 
in CM patients was lower than that in OM patients. Others found that 
CM clients had stronger perceived self-control [8,9]. However, higher 
internal control was not a significant predictor of CM use in the study by 
Astin (1998) [10] though a trend was seen in the data. Similarly, Sirois 
and Gick (2002) [11] failed to find a stronger belief in self-control over 
health in CM patients. OM patients were sometimes said to perceive 
more threat to health [5], but again, the finding was not consistent.

Health awareness

Western CM clients tend to have higher health self-awareness 
[6,9,11]. Furnham et al. [12] reported that acupuncture patients 
had most concern for the effect of mental and psychological state 
on physical health, compared to OM patients and other type of CM 
patients. Vincent and Furnham [13] found that acupuncture patients’ 
belief of importance of the psychological factors in health maintenance 
was positively associated with the belief of efficacy of CM. Furnham 
and Kirkcaldy [6] reported that CM patients were more likely than OM 
patients to attribute psychological factors to be causes of diseases. 

Perceived risk

Uncertainty is an inevitable experience by patients, especially 
for those with chronic illnesses [14]. A positive correlation between 
knowledge of cancer genetics and use of CM has been confirmed by 
study [15] on cancer survivors, and a positive association between 
perceived risk and CM use was found in unaffected people, but not in 
cancer patients. It has been consistently demonstrated that risk and 
knowledge perception are important factors motivating people to 
seek information or professional help for health related issues [16,17], 
supporting the Health Belief Model [18] which suggests that perceived 
susceptibility is a strong contributor in preventive health behaviours. 
H1N1 flu (swine flu) was a relatively unfamiliar infectious disease at 
the time the current research was conducted, thus it was intriguing to 
investigate people’s attitudes and therapeutic choice for illnesses that 
they never experienced and were unfamiliar with.

Perceived efficacy

Some OM practitioners argued that many forms of complementary 
therapies had not been rigorously tested as conventional OM had 
been, and that the perceived efficacy of CM had not been proven and 
lacked a scientific base [19]. In response, complementary practitioners 
claimed that some of their approaches were in fact untestable using the 
OM testing standard [20]. Vincent, Furnham and Willsmore (1995) 
[21] investigated the perceived efficacy of acupuncture, homeopathy,
herbalism, osteopathy and OM in curing major, minor, chronic and
psychological problems. CM was thought to be most efficacious for
healing minor and chronic diseases by both OM and CM patients, but
OM was seen to be more efficacious for major conditions.
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Patient expectations

The effects of patients’ expectation in clinical settings have been 
investigated by numerous studies [22-27]. All of them showed that 
decision making in clinical settings was strongly affected by patients’ 
expectations of effective medication. For instance, patients’ expectation 
to receive medication influenced actual prescription [22] and greater 
expected benefit tended to bring better treatment outcomes [28]. It 
is likely that high expectation for CM efficacy draws patients to the 
therapy. Moreover, expectations are often formed by inferring from 
past experience [29], thus, people’s medical history is likely to influence 
their expectation, then treatment choices and possibly, the treatment 
outcome.

Perceptions of physicians

What patients’ experience during consultations with their General 
Practitioners (GPs) and with CM practitioners can be fundamentally 
different due to the nature of the treatment and the communication 
styles the practitioners adopt? GPs are generally perceived to be 
more “formal” than complementary practitioners are [30], but CM 
practitioners tend to give more time for consultation [31] and may 
enjoy the advantage of the “power of touch”-compared to GPs, CM 
practitioners seem to undertake physical examination more frequently. 
Furnham and Kirkcaldy (1996) [6] reported that GP practice was less 
satisfied by CM patients. The results from the two studies contradicted 
with the earlier finding by Furnham and Forey (1994) [5] which 
found little difference in satisfaction with GPs between OM and CM 
patients; however, a significant difference between the two groups in the 
perception of competence of CM practitioners was observed.

Research in China
Most of the research interested in people’s health beliefs, attitudes, 

and behaviours related to CM use was conducted in Western countries, 
where the use of OM is generally considered to be the conventional 
approach. However, in Oriental countries, where many indigenous 
therapies are being viewed as traditional and conventional, people’s 
decision process to choose between therapies may differ from their 
western counterparts [32]. The high prevalence of the use of Traditional 
Chinese Medicine (TCM)-more than 90% Chinese people have used 
TCM in lifetime [33], and the fact that TCM composes part of the 
Chinese health care system [34] may give rise to a unique pattern of 
use of CM in the Chinese population. For example, a survey [3] in 
United States reported that respondents who made more visits to CM 
practitioners were those with higher education and income. In contrast, 
a population-based survey [35] in Hawaii reported that CM users had 
higher rate of reporting financial difficulties. 

Chua and Furnham (2008) [36] compared Singaporeans and UK 
residents’ attitudes to medicine use and found that Singaporeans had 
more positive attitudes to OM than to CM, although it was predicted 
that the special role of TCM in Singapore due to its immigration history 
might make TCM more preferable. UK participants appeared to be 
more open to CM experience compared to Singaporeans and health 
consciousness level was higher in UK participants than in Singaporean 
participants. However, the results may only be applicable for studying 
medical attitudes in Singaporean’s multicultural society (which is 
composed by Chinese, Malay, Indian and Eurasian Singaporeans), but 
less informative for other Oriental culture.

The hypotheses derived from the studies above were:

1. The frequency of CM and OM use will not correlate with 

demographic factors as both types of medicine have similar accessibility 
and high prevalence in the Chinese population.

2. CM users may have (a) greater health awareness, and (b) attach 
more importance to the role of self control and healthy state of mind in 
recovering from illnesses, since most of the complementary therapies 
require patients to take an active role in the healing process. 

3. People consult CM practitioner because they believe the treatment 
will be effective for their problems, and the value of the therapy chimes 
with their personal health beliefs [4]. OM will be the preferable choice 
regardless of the group classification differences. CM users might attach 
less importance to the modern science base for medical treatments 
since many forms of CM have not undergone or failed being proven by 
modern scientific tests

4. OM users should have higher expectation for OM in treating 
illnesses successfully, whereas CM users should expect CM to be more 
effective in most circumstances they encounter.

5. OM may be perceived to have highest efficacy in curing major 
diseases, and CM in curing minor and chronic illnesses. The perceived 
efficacy for each type of treatment may differ between groups and vary 
according to disease conditions.

6. CM patients may express less satisfaction with their general 
practitioners [37].

7. Most CM users will show stronger belief that CM is more 
powerful in disease prevention than OM users.

Method
Participants

A total of 199 participants took part in the study. Participants were 
students (16.1%), staff (22.6%) randomly selected from 3 universities 
in China, and employees (40.7%) from 2 local companies. The rest 
were pedestrians (20.6%) who were interviewed on streets. There 
were 99 (49.7%) males and 100 (50.3%) females. The average age was 
29.9 years (SD=8.3 years), with the oldest participant to be 55 years 
old and youngest 19 years old. The majority (81.4%) has obtained an 
undergraduate degree (N=121) or a diploma (N=41). Most were single 
(55.8%).

Among the 199 participants whose responses were used for the 
study, 52 (26.1%) were OM users (OM group), 95 (47.7%) were CM 
users (CM group) and 52 (26.1%) used both types of medicine equally 
frequently (neutral group). Subjects were divided into the 3 groups 
according to their ratings to questions asking the frequency of their 
attendance to OM and CM therapies. If the frequency of using OM 
exceeded the frequency of using other types of medicine, then the 
subject belonged to OM group. If the frequency of using either the 
traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) or other types of CM was greater 
than the frequency of using OM, participants would be considered 
as CM users. Respondents who used OM and alternative types of 
medicine (comparison was between OM and the most frequently used 
complementary medicine-either TCM or other CM) equally frequently 
composed the neutral user group.

Measure

Health locus of control: 2 inventories were employed: 21 questions 
by Lau and Ware (1981) [38] were subdivided into 4 scales, namely the 
chance health outcomes scale, provider control over health scale, self 
control over health scale and general health threat scale. 18 questions by 
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number of serious illnesses in the last five years (X2 (2, N=199)=3.00, 
p>.05), and number of psychological problems (X2 (2, N=199)=1.58, 
p>.05).

Health locus of control, health awareness, the importance 
of psychological factor, and satisfaction with general 
practitioner

Inconsistent with hypothesis 2 and hypothesis 7, MANOVA 
indicated that in general, there was no significant difference between 
the 3 groups in health locus of control, neither when the Lau and 
Ware (1981)’s [38] scale nor the Wallston et al. (1978)’s [39] scale was 
used. Sub-scale analysis also failed to demonstrate any between group 
differences in chance health outcomes, provider control, self control 
over health, and general health threat. Moreover, one-way ANOVA 
did not reveal any significant group difference in health awareness 
and in the perceived importance of psychological factors. In addition, 
psychological factors were considered to be highly important for 
physical health by 3 users groups who responded similarly, and the 
item-by-item rating can be seen in Table 2. Likewise, the 3 groups of 
users had similar level of satisfaction with their general practitioners.

Perceived risk and self-perceived level of knowledge of h1n1 
flu

One-way ANOVA test was used to examine the difference between 
the user groups in their perceived risk of being infected with H1N1 flu, 
self-perceived level of knowledge and health related behaviours during 
the outbreak of the disease. Statements and ratings by each group were 
presented in Table 3.

Wallston et al. (1978) [39] composed 3 subscales labelled belief in self-
control, powerful others control and chance health outcomes. 

Positive attitude to science: 4 questions by Furnham et al. (1995) 
[12] testing the perceived relationship between effective medical 
treatments and scientific methodology. 

Medical history: 10 questions asking about health status, medical 
experience, and frequency of using Traditional Chinese Medicine 
(TCM), other Complementary medicine and western orthodox 
medicine.

Health awareness [5]: 11 questions on behaviours of looking for 
health related information and diet habits. 

General expectation for treatment efficacy: 2 questions on the 
level of expectation for CM and OM efficacy. 

Satisfaction with general practitioners [5]: 6 questions on 
orthodox treatment experience and satisfaction with the contact with 
GPs.

Perceived treatment efficacy by type of illness [12]: a list of 12 
illnesses which can be categorised as major (cancer, pneumonia, heart 
disease), minor (common cold, hay fever, menstrual problems), chronic 
(arthritis, asthma, back pain) and psychological problems (depression, 
stop-smoking, stress) were used to test the perceived efficacy of CM 
(acupuncture, herbalism, homeopathy, osteopathy) and OM. 

Perceived risk and self-perceived level of knowledge under 
uncertainty: 6 questions were used to assess subjects’ perceived risk 
of getting infected with H1N1 flu, perceived disease knowledge level, 
knowledge source, and related behaviours of seeking help from OM or 
CM practitioners.

Perceived OM and CM efficacy in disease prevention and cure: 
3 questions. 

The role of mental health and psychological factors [12]: 4 
questions on the perceived importance of psychological factors on 
health. 

Procedure

Results
Demographic correlates and medical history

Hypothesis 1 was generally supported. Correlation analysis showed 
that sex, age, education, marital status, occupation, and income level 
did not correlate with the use of CM. (See Table 1). However, age was 
negatively correlated with the use of OM. Respondents’ health status and 
medical history was analysed with Chi-square test. But results failed to 
show a difference between OM and CM users. The three groups did not 
differ in their number of chronic illnesses (X2 (2, N=199)=1.68, p>.05), 

Frequency 
of OM use (r)

Frequency 
of CM use (r)

Sex -.049 -.036
Age -.198** .004
Education -.008 .074
Income -.045 .054
Chance health outcomes [38] -.147* .011
Provider control over health [38] .042 -.012
Self control over health [38] .039 -.070
General health threat [38] .117 -.077
Belief in self control over health [39] -.015 .070
Powerful others control over health [39] -.004 -.069
Chance health outcome [39] -.094 -.059
Positive attitude to science .175* -.127
Health Awareness -.023 .102
OM expectation .357** -.060
CM expectation -.009 .346**
Satisfaction with GP .167* -.021
Risk of infecting H1N1 flu .045 .188**

.230** -.117
seek help from GP for H1N1 flu .248** .086
OM more useful for H1N1 flu .139 -.015
CM more useful in preventing diseases .082 .134*
OM has quicker effect .073 .142*
OM more helpful for acute diseases & CM more 
for chronic diseases

.128 .098

Perceived importance of psychological factors .136 .032

**r<.01
*r<.05 
Table 1: Pearson Correlations between various factors and frequency of OM and 
CM use.
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Perceived Knowledge about H1N1 flu

Ethical permission was sought and granted. The questionnaire was 
first translated into Chinese by the first author, then an independent 
interpreter translated the Chinese version back into English to allow 
comparison with the original version, and the Chinese version 
was modified. Questionnaires were distributed in three Chinese 
universities, two local companies, and to pedestrians by the first 
author. All subjects who volunteered to participate were asked to 
finish the questionnaires honestly without time constraint and were 
assured anonymity. The questionnaire took about 20 minutes to 
complete. There was about a 50% response rate as a function of the 
length of the questionnaire.
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Positive attitude to science

As predicted there was a significant difference between the groups 
in attitude to science. Pairwise comparison with the Ryan Procedure 
(REGWQ) indicated that the CM users had significantly less positive 
attitude to statements (as shown in Table 4) which emphasize a modern 
scientific base for medical treatments compared to the OM group. 
The neutral group responded more compromisingly and did not 
significantly differ from the other 2 groups.

General expectation for treatment efficacy 

Significant difference was seen in the expectation for the efficacy of 
orthodox treatment in the 3 groups, as well as in the expected efficacy of 
complementary treatment, where OM users showed higher expectation 
for orthodox treatments and CM users showed higher expectation 
for complementary treatments to successfully cure health problems. 
These are in line with hypothesis 5. The mean ratings of expectation for 
each type of therapy are shown in Table 5. Higher rating means higher 
expectation.

Perceived efficacy of OM and CM in treating different types 
of illnesses

Supporting hypothesis 6, MANOVA demonstrated that the 3 user 
groups significantly differed in their perceived efficacy of acupuncture, 
homeopathy, and osteopathy in treating major illnesses. But they all 
tended to believe that OM was the most efficacious approach for major 
conditions, followed by herbalism. Only the OM users considered that 
OM and herbalism had significantly different effect for major illnesses 
(t(43)=3.33, p<0.01). For CM and Neutral users, the perceived efficacy 
difference between these 2 types of treatments in treating major 
problems was slight and did not reach a significant level. 

Also, for minor conditions, the perceived efficacy of OM differed in 
the 3 groups. Specifically, post hoc comparison with the Ryan Procedure 
(REGWQ) showed that the differences were between OM and Neutral 
groups, and between CM and Neutral groups. OM and herbalism were 
considered by all user groups to have highest efficacy in treating minor 
problems.

In addition, for chronic conditions, the 3 groups differed in their 
views to the efficacy of homeopathy and osteopathy. However, post 
hoc pairwise comparison failed to detect these differences. For all 
users, acupuncture and herbalism were the most effective treatment 
for chronic diseases. For OM users, orthodox treatment was not 
significantly less effective, but it was rated by CM users to be the 
least effective way (significantly less effective than acupuncture and 
herbalism) to treat chronic illnesses. 

For psychological problems, between-group difference in perceived 
efficacy of treatments did not reach significance, especially when 
post hoc pairwise comparisons were made. OM and herbalism were 

 Mean rating
(SD)

 OM 
group

CM 
group

Neutral 
group

F

(N=52) (N=95) (N=52)
1. Being fit and well depends as much on your 
state of mind as on the functioning of your 
body.

6.00 5.79 5.58 1.04
(1.19) (1.59) (1.6)

2.  Psychological treatments (e.g., relaxation, 
counselling) should be used much more widely.

6.15 5.65 5.36 3.89*
(0.96) (1.6) (1.61)

3. The “will to live” can be a significant factor in 
whether people recover from a serious illness 
or injury.

5.64 5.67 5.31 1.19
(1.27) (1.49) (1.45)

4. State of mind is a crucial part of achieving 
better health-by promoting positive feelings a 
person can enhance their physical health.

5.94 5.67 5.69 0.63
(1.09) (1.6) (1.53)

perceived importance of psychological factors 5.93 5.69 5.49 1.64
(0.91) (1.34) (1.4)

1=strongly disagree 7=strongly agree 
*p<0.05

Table 2: Mean of perceived importance of psychological factors on health.

 Mean rating
(SD)
OM 
group

CM 
group

Neutral 
group

F

(N=52) (N=95) (N=52)
1. Medicine is a science and should be 
based on rigorous scientific principles

5.96 5.48 5.57 1.96
(1.27) (1.51) (1.51)

2. Treatments which are not based 
on modern scientific discoveries are 
worthless. 

4.46 3.78 4.43 3.34*
(1.94) (1.81) (1.68)

3. Every treatment should be thoroughly 
tested by doctors and scientists before 
people are allowed to try it. 

5.71 4.83 5.31 4.37*
(1.51) (1.97) (1.64)

4. Complementary therapies should be 
scientifically evaluated

5.79 5.53 5.14 2.08
(1.42) (1.68) (1.74)

Positive Attitudes to Science 5.48 4.9 5.11 4.55*
(1.16) (1.03) (1.17)

1=strongly disagree   7=strongly agree
*p<0.05

Table 4: Positive Attitudes to Science.

 Mean rating
(SD)
OM group CM group Neutral group F
(N=52) (N=95) (N=52)

Expectation for OM 5.12 3.99 4.98 11.71**
(1.5) (1.52) (1.64)

Expectation for CM 3.35 4.46 4.25 7.29*
(1.67) (1.73) (1.76)

*p<0.01  **p<0.001
Table 5: Expectation for the efficacy of OM and CM.

 Mean rating
(SD)

 OM 
group

CM 
group

Neutral 
group

F

(N=52) (N=95) (N=52)
1. I feel I am at high risk after the WHO has 
increased the influenza pandemic alert level 
for swine flu

3.61 3.77 4.36 2.81
(1.74) (1.76) (1.71)

 2. I pay more attention to personal hygiene 
since the outbreak of the swine flu.   

5.06 4.9 5.38 1.94
(1.24) (1.4) (1.42)

 3. I feel I do not know much about the swine flu    4.88 3.98 4.25 6.68*
(1.29) (1.34) (1.67)

 4. There are a lot of resources that can help 
me to learn more about swine flu if I want to    

5.36 5.42 5.52 0.14
(1.49) (1.43) (1.45)

 5. I will seek help from my general practitioner 
(instead of from practitioners of complementary 
therapy) immediately if I think I may have 
gotten infected with swine flu.

5.98 5.55 5.56 1.51
(1.29) (1.59) (1.6)

 6. Orthodox medicine is more useful in curing 
swine flu patients.      

5.38 4.9 4.67 2.6
(1.43) (1.6) (1.89)

*p<0.01 
Table 3: Ratings of risk, knowledge perception and health related behaviours 
during outbreak of H1N1 flu.
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perceived to be more effective than other treatments in resolving 
psychological problems. For both OM and CM users, acupuncture was 
seen as the least effective approach in treating psychological problems. 
Table 6 demonstrated the mean scores of perceived efficacy for each 
type of therapies under different conditions.

Perceived OM and CM efficacy in disease prevention and cure

The three user groups all agreed that CM was better than OM in 
disease prevention, but OM had quicker effect and was better for acute 
illnesses. No significant difference was seen between the 3 groups, 
which did not correspond with hypothesis 8.

Discussion
Significant differences between the 3 groups were only found in 

positive attitudes to science, general expectation for treatment efficacy, 
perceived efficacy of different treatments for different disease types, and 
self-perceived knowledge of H1N1 flu. 

The result that there was a negative correlation between age and 
the frequency of using OM but no correlation between age and CM 
use means that in our participant sample, people in a younger age used 
OM more frequently, but there was little relation between age and CM 
use. Cultural differences were clearly shown, as well as a difference in 
the medical systems. Patients in western countries, especially in UK 
or US, consult their registered GP for free, but need to pay for CM 
services. In contrast, Chinese people are subsidized both when they 
consult a western medicine doctor or a traditional Chinese medicine 
practitioner. The finding suggests that why people attend a particular 
therapy may not solely depends on internal factors like personal beliefs 
but also is constrained by external factors such as costs and accessibility 
of the type of treatments.

The second hypothesis that CM users are more likely to have 
an internal health locus of control, higher health awareness, and 
higher level of perceived importance of psychological factors was not 
supported. Although CM addresses the importance of patients’ active 
role in maintaining their own health, and emphasizes the relation 
between illnesses and the “wholeness” (general bodily function instead 
of specific symptoms), CM users do not have a more internal health 
locus of control compared to other groups of medicine users. Sirois 
and Gick (2002)’s [11] finding was replicated. Also, comparable to OM 
users, CM users did not perceive any greater or less threat, which was in 
line with results by Furnham and Bhagrath [9]. 

The results may be explained thus. Firstly, the ethnic difference 
between the current study and the previous research contributed at 
least partly to the conflicted findings. Chua and Furnham [36] reported 
Singaporeans to be less health aware than UK participants. A public 
health survey in UK by Lip et al. [40] indicated that among the diverse 
ethnic groups in UK, Asians were less influenced by public health 
campaign, showed less health consciousness about dietary content 
and were less likely to take regular exercises compared to whites and 
Afro-Caribbean. It is possible that the Chinese respondents’ health 
awareness may be less influenced by external sources such as publicity 
and medical professions therefore health awareness is not a factor 
that can distinguish Chinese CM and OM users. Secondly, it has been 
indicated that frequent/established CM users are more health aware 

factor into account in a follow-up, we found that within CM group, 
there was a positive correlation between the frequency of CM use and 
health awareness (r=0.243, p<0.05).

Psychological support was once seen as a complementary part 
to conventional patient care, but now it has been integrated into 
the process of orthodox treatment, especially for patients suffering 
from major illnesses such as cancer [41]. Such change might reflect 
an increasing awareness of the importance of mental health in the 
population, and this development may have profoundly influenced OM 
users within the recent decade. Although in earlier research OM users 
were found to attach less importance to psychological factors compared 
to CM users [12], the difference between the two groups may become 
smaller nowadays. Nevertheless, it is not clear whether this change is 
only limited to the Chinese population. 

Results demonstrated that CM users had higher level of self-
perceived knowledge of H1N1 flu compared to OM users. But the 
perceived risk level was similar for the three groups, which was in 

Disease 
category

Therapy OM group CM group Neutral 
group

F

(N=52) (N=95) (N=52)
Major
 
 
 
 

Acupuncture 1.86 2.26 2.47 5.22**
(0.93) (0. 84) (1.1)

Herbalism 2.73 3.05 2.74 1.03
(1.01) (0.89) (0. 98)

Homeopathy 1.98 2.48 2.52 4.53*
(0. 83) (0. 86) (1.1)

Osteopathy 1.85 2.32 2.15 3.76*
(0.93) (0. 91) (1.01)

Orthodox 
medicine

3.24 3.26 3.03 2.37
(0. 92) (0. 90) (1.13)

Minor
 
 
 
 

Acupuncture 2.2 2.46 2.5 1.64
(1.04) (0.89) (1.07)

Herbalism 3.34 3.34 3.16 0.71
(0.97) (1.03) (0. 89)

Homeopathy 2.08 2.5 2.44 3.10*
(0. 85) (0. 77) (0. 95)

Osteopathy 1.97 2.36 2.19 4.63*
(0. 77) (0. 83) (0. 91)

Orthodox 
medicine 

3.74 3.52 3.03 6.99**
(0. 78) (0. 91) (1)

Chronic
 
 
 
 

Acupuncture 3.51 3.56 3.58 0.03
(1.08) (0. 88) (0. 97)

Herbalism 3.06 3.43 3.26 1.51
(1.1) (0. 95) (0. 80)

Homeopathy 2.68 3.09 2.77 3.25*
(0. 910) (0. 71) (1.02)

Osteopathy 3.01 3.34 2.92 4.15*
(0. 79) (0. 82) (0. 97)

Orthodox 
medicine

3.04 2.95 2.97 0.03
(1.03) (1.07) (1.05)

Psychological
 
 
 
 

Acupuncture 1.93 2.29 2.4 3.25*
(1.02) (0. 90) (1.08)

Herbalism 2.48 2.7 2.53 0.59
(1.06) (0. 92) (1.01)

Homeopathy 2.06 2.39 2.52 2.55
(0. 82) (0. 98) (1.11)

Osteopathy 2.27 2.5 2.44 0.82
(0. 87) (0. 78) (0. 98)

Orthodox 
medicine

2.81 2.8 2.64 0.54
(0. 94) (0. 93) (1.06)

Mean (SD) 1=not at all effective; 5=very effective
*p<0.05  **p<0.01 

Table 6: Perceived efficacy of therapies by type of condition.
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line with results yielded from the general threat measurement from 
the locus of control scale. Interestingly, all users responded that they 
would consult OM if they were infected with H1N1 flu. Hypothesis 3 
was partly supported. It may be the case that under uncertain situation, 
people prefer to use a conventional way (consult an OM practitioner) to 
solve the problem. Equally it is possible that certain types of treatment 

illnesses. As Furnham and Forey [5] discussed, for illnesses with serious 
consequences and poor prognosis, people tended to seek help from OM 
practitioners. 

The current study only focuses on the self-perceived knowledge of 
the user groups and it seems that the knowledge perception does not 
influence people’s treatment choices for unfamiliar diseases like H1N1 
flu. 

The hypothesis that CM users have fewer positive attitudes to the 
idea that medical treatments should have a rigorous science base was 
supported by the results. The finding by Furnham et al. [12] has been 
replicated. However, CM users’ less positive attitude to science should 
not be misinterpreted as “a flight from science” [21]. For patients, 
pragmatism may be more essential for making treatment decisions 
[37]. Medicine users may be more concerned about the efficacy of a 
treatment even though they are aware that some of the treatments may 
lack scientific evidence in current available testing paradigms. As Jobst 
[42] pointed out, “lack of evidence is not evidence of lack of effect”. The 
raise of integrated medicine which refers to a selective incorporation 
between CM and OM [43] is a sign for the improvement.

Interestingly, the results indicated that not only CM patients had 
strong beliefs that CM was better than OM in disease prevention and 
treating chronic problems, OM patients did not disagree. Although the 
results revealed that different users may not differ largely in perceiving 
the role of OM and CM in preventing and curing illnesses, they held 
significantly different expectation for the efficacy of the treatments, 
with OM users had more faith in OM treatment and believed that OM 
was more helpful for their own health issues, CM users in the contrast, 
expected CM to be more able to solve their problems. Such discrepancy 

medical history. However, the results showed that the three groups did 
not differ in their chronic, severe and psychological illnesses history. 
Nevertheless, other factors which were not covered by the questionnaires 
like family members’ health problems and related health behaviours 
might contribute to the formation of expectation. This conjecture needs 
to be confirmed by further research. Kalauokalani et al. [28] argued that 
expectation not only affects people’s therapeutic decisions, but also the 
treatment effects. They showed that people tended to benefit more from 
the type of treatment in which they held higher efficacy expectation. If 
this happens, high expectation may become a factor for medicine users 
to continue a treatment, say, CM users continue to use CM therapies 
and develop faith with efficacy. 

As predicted, OM was considered by all users to be the most 
effective treatment for major conditions. However, in the Chinese 
population, CM and neutral users also seem to perceive herbalism to 
be as efficacious as OM in treating major diseases. While most research 
[21] demonstrated that CM was perceived to have greatest efficacy in 
curing chronic and minor problems, the CM and OM respondents also 

and herbalism. Vincent and Furnham’s research [13] showed that 
acupuncture was perceived by acupuncture clients to be most effective 
in curing psychological problems, but the current study showed that it 

was perceived by all groups of users to be the least effective approach. 
Instead, OM and herbalism had the highest perceived efficacy for 
psychological problems.

The formation of perceived efficacy of a treatment partly depends 
on individuals’ medical experiences and health history. Since herbalism 
and western orthodox medicine are two very important, if not the most, 
forms of medical approaches that have comparable high prevalence in 
the Chinese population, the direct experience and accessibility may 
render the two treatments to be most likely to be considered to have 
high efficacy in many conditions by a large number of users. The 
findings that OM was thought to be efficacious for minor conditions and 
acupuncture to have least efficacy in psychological problems contrast 
what has been found in the early western studies [21]. Those studies 
also showed that CM patients had more concern about the harmful 
effect of OM, so it may be argued that such concern might push CM 
patients to complementary therapies in minor disease conditions, and 
cause CM users to give higher efficacy rating to CM in these conditions. 

Given that the CM and OM users in the current study did not differ 
in health awareness measure, the harmful effect of OM was probably 
not a major concern for the Chinese CM users. Hence OM was thought 
to be efficacious in minor diseases. Although the cultural differences 
may have contributed to the conflicting results when compared with 
earlier research, it is also possible that the perception of medicine 
efficacy changes over time. With a blending between the incorporable 
elements between CM and OM, such as the rising profile of integrated 
medicine, the perceived CM and OM efficacy in many conditions may 
have become more similar.

The hypothesis that CM users have lower satisfaction with GPs was 
not supported by the results. Therefore, dissatisfaction with GPs may 
not compose a reason for Chinese CM users to make their therapeutic 
decisions to choose CM more frequently. This result was not in line 
with the finding from Furnham and Kirkcaldy (1996)’s [6] study which 
reported CM patients were less satisfied with their GPs, but paralleled 
Furnham and Forey (1994)’s [5] result that there was little difference 
in satisfaction with GPs between OM and CM patients. Like Furnham 
and Forey (1994)’s [5] suggestion, CM patients might be attracted to 
CM practice because of the perceived competence of the practitioners 

and Kirkcaldy (1996)’s [6] research, young people were found to be 
more inclined to use OM, thus the different satisfaction level with GPs 
between CM and OM groups might reflect an age influence. Due to a 
limited age range in the current study, the age influence was unclear. 
Perhaps another reason for the similar satisfaction level is that in China, 
procedures and clinical settings of the OM and CM (herbalism in 
particular) practices are to some extent more similar than are in Western 
countries. For example, both types of treatments are available in almost 
all hospitals, and both types of practitioners are called “doctor”.

Clearly there are cultural similarities and differences between the 
attitudes to, beliefs about and reasons for consulting CM and OM 
practitioners. Many of these results merit replication and extension in 
a bigger, more representative Chinese sample whose medical history is 
known. This study used a non representative and opportunistic sample 
which merits replication to ensure the validity of the results. It is also 
worth doing further research on lay perceptions of the efficacy of these 
treatments for different diseases.
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